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Abstract: The massive amounts of data that are generated in the healthcare process and stored
in electronic health record (EHR) systems are an underutilized resource that, with the use of
data science applications, can be exploited to improve healthcare. To foster the development
and use of data science applications in healthcare, there is a fundamental need for access to
EHR data, which is typically not keenly available to researchers and developers. A relatively
rare exception is the large EHR database, comprising information commencing further than
two million patients that has been prepared available to an inadequate group of researchers.
We will explain a number of data science applications that have been developed using this
database, signifying the prospective recycle of EHR data to bear healthcare and public health
actions, as well as make easy medical research. However, in categorize to understand the full
feasible of this source; it requirements to be completed available to a larger population of
researchers, as well as to industry actors. Aggregate data will be feed keen on a pipeline for
open e-access, while non-aggregated data will be provided to researchers within an ethical
permission framework. We believe that prospective to encourage on the rise diligence in the
region of the development of data science applications that will in due course increase the
effectiveness and helpfulness of healthcare Sector.
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Introduction
Data formed in the healthcare position is very precious for further analysis and development of
enhanced healthcare processes, such as real-time monitoring, verdict support, and analytical
analytics. Electronic health record (EHR) systems are used in almost all healthcare institutions.
An invaluable opportunity for secondary data use and growth of systems to give support to
clinicians in their daily work, hospital managements in their occupation on process and
healthcare deliverance improvements, and researchers in their work. Resources for health and
medical research are at present available through bio banks and countrywide registers such as
cancer registers and reason of death registers for researchers with appropriate moral
authorization.
Extreme advance of tools and techniques in the preceding few years to routinely process an
assortment of statistics sources because of the digitization of the world, to enable further analysis
and tool development. Case in point, as is extensively known, the Internet contains information
in various formats, and a number of systems have been industrial to make this information
enthusiastically on hand for easy access, such as looking into and in order pulling out tools.
The move to digitized solutions has also in use position in healthcare. The machinery have,
however, not been developed at the same pace.
On essential reason is that the health data has not been clearly available for the research society
and attentiveness in order to create such tools. Health record data contains aware of in sequence
about individuals an aspect that is extremely important and that requires particular
considerations. To deal with these issues, we recommend developing a communications that
enables access to recognized EHR data for extra investigation and arrangement growth.
Communications will consist of a variety of preprocessing tools, and will consist of two
pipelines: one providing access to ordered aggregated and completely de-identified data, and one
requiring ethical authorization before access to creative data is provided. This communications
will be based on a large clinical database, the EPR (Electronic Patient Record) quantity, which
has been collected. The EPR quantity contains over two million patients from all medical and
surgical departments from the entire hospital both inpatient and outpatient records written by
several different professionals at Hospital.
The quantity is identified with regard to names of patients and private identity numbers. The
private identity number has been replaced by a serial number to ensure that the patient can be
followed through the care process. The database contains both structured data. such as age,
gender, ICD-10 diagnosis codes, ATC-drug codes, blood and lab-oratory values, admission and
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discharge dates, timestamps – and unstructured data (free text), e.g. daily notes by clinicians and
discharges summaries.

E H R Resources for System Development
Internationally, some research groups have been able to obtain access to health record data from
one or two clinics, but almost never from a whole hospital or city council. Moreover, access is
usually limited only to the research group, which limits reproducibility and generalizability of
research findings. Access to this type of data is limited mostly due to legal reasons, but also
because such large repositories are often compound and not easy to dig out data from.
In particular, the parts of the EHRs that are written in free text, such as expulsion summaries and
daily notes, are often most difficult to obtain access to given their susceptible nature, but
compose a large part of the healthcare documentation.
Some huge patient record databases or text collections are accessible for research, including the
i2b2 quantity contains of several clinical in English that has been used in a number of shared
challenges. CMC quantity, containing 2,216 patient records in English, MIMIC II database,
which consists of 30,000 intensive care patient records written in English.
A Finnish clinical corpus, containing 2,800 sentences from nursing notes and finally. Database,
containing 11 million English patient records from general practices. Both academia and industry
have developed methods within computer science, statistics, computational linguistics and
machine learning. This is an evolving research area also called data science - to process abundant
data and produce meaningful information

Data Science Applications for Healthcare
Healthcare Associated Infections fall injuries and bedsores – in total three million patients
yearly. Such prolong the treatment of the patient, because suffering for the patient, and is costly
for society, with its ten million inhabitants, it is estimated that are responsible for 750,000 extra
healthcare days at the hospital, costing an additional of 700 million yearly, without taking into
account the suffering of the patients EPR quantity has been used for several research projects
that are of practical importance for healthcare.
These projects have included work on healthcare associated infections detection, detection of a
post-marketing setting, text simplification of the EHRs for public, automatic ICD-10 diagnosis
code assignment, mining of cancer records and pathology reports for future improvement of
cancer screening, and co-morbidity studies. For the successful development of such
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applications, basic text processing tools are needed. Clinical notes in EHRs are to process for
several reasons: they contain a large amount of misspellings, non-standard words and
abbreviations, incomplete sentences, and medical jargon.
Therefore, we have developed a set of basic tools to process clinical text written in Local
languages. These include factuality level classification, negation detection, spelling error
detection, abbreviation normalization, named entity recognition as well as tools for expanding
medical vocabularies.
We have also initiated studies on characterizing the domain-specific language in this type of
text and performed studies on how well general language tools and techniques work on clinical
notes, such as syntactic parsers and distributional semantic models studies that are important
for the future development of tools adapted for this domain.
The development of these tools have also involved the creation of seven reference standards,
manually annotated for protected health information , factuality levels of diagnostic
expressions, clinical named entities, indications and cervical cancer symptoms, classifications
of healthcare associated infections and clinical abbreviations. Many of the above mentioned
tools are trained on the annotated corpora. We would like to share these valuable resources with
other researchers.

Automatic Surveillance of Healthcare-Associated Infections
A healthcare-associated infection is an infection obtained by a patient during healthcare
treatment. There is a requirement to report annually the number of healthcare-associated
infection in each hospital, which is currently carried out in one of two ways:
by compulsory reporting of healthcare-associated infection cases, but also through so called
Point Prevalence Measurements , which are carried out twice a year at all hospitals. Point
Prevalence Measurements are conducted manually by assessing all the patients admitted on one
particular day and deciding whether those patients have surveyed from a healthcare-associated
infection.
The estimates obtained through Point Prevalence Measurements are not very reliable due to the
limited sample size: only 1-2% of all patients admitted during a year are analyzed.
Measurements made more frequently would give healthcare institutions . We have developed
several prototype tools for detecting HAIs in EHRs. The selected patients can thereafter be
assessed by a clinician. The tool is trained on health records that have been manually annotated,
or classified, by a physician. The system has access to the clinical text, body temperature, drug
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lists and microbiology reports; it obtains 87% recall and 83% precision using the random forest
algorithm.
In Figure 1 a tentative system for HAI surveillance is depicted. The sys-tem follows the patient
between caregivers, utilizing the fact that the Swedish health-care system is connected
throughout the country, which means that the measurements can be carried out centrally by
pulling information out of several EHR systems and pushing back risk assessments.

Figure 1
Fig. 1. A provisional system for monitoring and calculating Healthcare-Associated Infections
(HAI) - HAI-Surveillance, but also for predicting patients with possible HAIs - HAI-Decision.
Information is collected to produce statistics, but also to produce warnings and alerts to
clinicians treating patients at healthcare units. The system could be used centrally in Sweden
using the county councils’ joint service platform and intranet.

Detection and Exploration of Adverse Drug Events
Adverse drug events constitute the most common form of iatrogenic injury, causing
approximately 3.7% of hospital admissions worldwide, and one of the most common causes of
death: in Sweden, they have been identified as the seventh most common cause of death.
The safety of drug is thus a major public health issue, necessitating their continuous monitoring,
including post marketing due to the unavoidable limitations of clinical trials in terms of duration
and sample size (number of patients). This activity, known as drug safety surveillance or
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pharmacy co vigilance, primarily relies on collecting information voluntarily reported by
clinicians or users of the target drugs. Such individual case reports, however, come with severe
limitations, such underreporting and low reliability

Fig. 2. - An exploratory data analysis tool for investigating adverse drug events

Diagnosis Code Assignment
Assigning diagnosis codes that correspond to a given disease or health condition is necessary in
order to estimate the prevalence and incidence of diseases and health conditions, as well as
monitor differences therein over space and time. For such statistics to be, to some degree,
comparable, a standard known as the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and
Related Health Problems (ICD), created by the World Health Organization, is in use. The
process of assigning diagnosis codes is generally carried out by either expert coders or
physicians. In both cases, diagnosis code assignment is expensive and time-consuming, yet
essential. According to one estimate, the cost of diagnosis coding and associated errors is
approximately $25 billion per annum in the US.
The National Board of Health and Welfare also estimates that 20 percent of the assigned ICD-10
diagnosis codes are erroneous that efforts have long been made to provide computer-aided
diagnostic coding. Using the EPR quantity, we have explored the repurposing of distributional
semantics – i.e., models of word meaning that exploit word co-occurrence patterns in large
corpora to obtain estimates of semantic similarity between words for the task of recommending
diagnosis codes to assign to a care episode.
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This approach leverages historical encoding of diagnoses and the words used in the clinical notes
of the corresponding care episodes to create a predictive model that recommends possible
diagnosis codes to assign to a new care episode on the basis of the data – primarily in the form of
free-text – that is available for that care episode.

Text Mining in the Cancer Domain
Cancer is a disease that is treatable with a high success rate in its early stages, but with few early
symptoms. In later stages, it is a serious illness. An infection with a human papiloma virus
(HPV) is necessary for the development of cervical cancer, and as vaccines against HPV types 6,
11, 16 and 18 provides a high degree of protection against infection, vaccination programs are
believed to reduce the cases of cervical cancer. Since screenings with pap smears, where women
are investigated for pre-cancerous changes, have been implemented, the number of cervical
cancer cases has nearly halved.
However, not all women take part in screening and other methods of finding early symptoms
would therefore be valuable. Health records contain a patient’s medical history; the free text part
of the records can reveal what previous diseases and symptoms a patient has experienced. By
applying text mining methods on records of cervical cancer patients early, possibly unknown
symptoms can be found.
These symptoms could be of great value for detection of the disease. We have investigated
symptoms de-scribed in the health records of patients with a cervical cancer diagnosis from the
EPR quantity, by performing named entity recognition and negation detection.

Temporal Modeling of Clinical Events
Temporal information is a crucial aspect for developing accurate models of e.g. disease
progression and treatment effects. For instance, knowing that a particular symptom occurred
before or after a patient was treated with a specific medication alters the conclusions that can be
drawn from how well a medication worked for a particular problem. Time information can be
extracted from EHR data through document timestamps and other structured information, but is
often also documented in free text.
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An Envisioned Infrastructure for EHR Data Access
We have hitherto been successful in organizing and utilizing our EHR database for research, as
described above; however, the database is currently far from being utilized to its full potential.
To fulfill our vision of facilitating the development of useful data science applications in the
healthcare domain, our goal is to provide access to this data, in a refined form, to both
researchers and suppliers of healthcare-related IT tools.
To provide the data on a large scale in a sustainable manner, there is a need for an infrastructure,
the details of which are described below.
The intension is that this infrastructure will provide a workbench for data science application
development in the healthcare domain.

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the Co morbidity View demonstrator applied on 605,587 patient records

Technical Solutions
The communications requires a technical solution that conveniently provides access to the EHR
data to the various intended users, while doing so in a secure fashion, which is critical given the
inherently sensitive nature of the data. The infrastructure will be designed as a pipeline, allowing
the user to select the data it wants and to obtain the data via e-access in a form that fits the user’s
needs (Figure 4).
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An important prerequisite is thus that the entire database is appropriately preprocessed and
indexed to ensure that the required information can be readily extracted.
There will essentially be two ways of accessing EHR data analyze the data from different views
and/or download aggregated data at levels contiguous at least one hundred patients. This will
allow us to make available users with secure access to de-identified data.

Fig. 4. The proposed technical solution that provides access to Database in a pipeline fashion.

Conclusions
We have here provided an overview of research conducted using a database of electronic health
records – the EPR quantity – representative the potential of exploiting and reusing such data to
create data science applications that are intended to support and, ultimately, improve healthcare.
The ability to develop such applications, which are often data-intensive, hinges to a great extent
on having access to data, which is currently challenging to obtain.

To recognize the full possible of data science applications in the healthcare domain, health
record data needs to be made available to both researchers and industry actors, such as system
developers. We have outlined a vision to create a communications, around the EPR quantity,
efficiently providing access to EHR data in aggregated as well as non-aggregated form.
However, making sensitive data available to the large number of potential users requires paying
careful attention to various ethical issues and complying with in sequence security standards and
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regulations: Database makes data available in a ready and secure fashion. Supporting users with
practical, legal and ethical guidelines, to perform high quality research.
We believe that database, by providing a workbench for system development, will pro-mote a
growing industry around the creation of data science applications in healthcare.
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